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Literature

• Most literature on COVID-19 and VET is about changes at system and  training provider level- e.g. 
Pilcher & Hurley (2020), Productivity Commission 2020, International Labour Organization (2021).  

• There is also speculative literature on how COVID-19 changes may have future effects on adult 
education (Kaiser & McKenna, 2021) and on VET systems (Avis, Atkins, Esmond & McGrath (2020)

• At the time we started the research there was no published empirical literature on the experiences 
of VET teachers in Australia; there was in Indonesia (Leksono et al, 2020) and Malaysia (Hassan et 
al, 2020). 

• There is a reasonably substantial literature on medical training on-lone in COVID (e.g. Pennell et 
al,. 202; Savage et al. 2020)

There is a small literature on online learning in VET generally (e.g. Cox, 2021, and a chapter by 
Downing, Brennan Kemmis & Ahern in the ACDEVEG textbook Teaching in the VET sector in 
Australia.)

So, we hoped to plug a gap in the literature 



Method
Two research questions

• 1. How did Australian VET teachers’ work change during 2020 as a result of COVID-19 – including but not limited to 
moving to on-line learning? 

• 2. What did teachers learn from this experience and how might practices change in the future? 

Method

• Research was carried out with VET teacher-education students at three universities (Charles Sturt, Federation, University 
of Tasmania), almost all of whom were already working as VET teachers.  The universities’ program co-ordinators were 
the researchers. Ethics approval was gained.  

• A Survey Monkey online survey of all 2020 and 2021 students in the relevant VET teacher-education programs 

• The survey was in the field for 6 weeks between August-October 2021 and asked about COVID and 2020

• 80 responses of which 73 were eligible (we excluded VET in schools teachers)

• Response rate was around 20.5% at FedUni; 14% at CSU; UTas - unknown

• Survey Monkey questionnaire with 53 questions. Question areas: demographics; main teaching cohort; how it was 
taught before COVID; and what changed with COVID; detailed questions on online teaching experiences and the 
change on online. 

• Average completion time 17 minutes. Some people gave very detailed qualitative comments



Face to face VET teaching



The 73 respondents

• All were studying VET teaching at one of three universities (Charles Sturt, 
Federation, University of Tasmania).

• 60 were aged 40 or above; 58.9% were female.
• Varying amounts of experience in VET teaching: 18 had between 0-4 years; 

10 had 20+ years.
• Two-thirds already had a university qualification.
Teaching location
• Over half taught in Victoria.  
• Over two thirds taught at a metropolitan campus.
• Two-thirds worked for large RTOs with over 100 students.
• 84% worked for TAFE.



Industry/discipline area of the teaching they 
were answering questions about

Construction and Property (inc. Electrical) 14 20.95%

Community Services 11 16.18%

Wholesale, Retail, Tourism, Hospitality and Personal Services 9 13.24%

TAE (Training and Education) 8 11.68%

Business, Financial Services and IT 6 8.82%

Health and Fitness 6 8.82%

Foundation Skills, English Language and General Studies 5 7.35%

Agriculture and Animals 4 5.88%

Manufacturing and Automotive 3 4.41%

Arts, Media and Culture 2 2.94%



Move to line teaching

• Answering for a specific course (which they were asked to describe) 
50.72% moved to online teaching only; 18.84% to online teaching for 
some units; 13.04% stayed on-campus with COVID-safe practices; two 
mentioned catching up with pracs ‘in between lockdowns’.  Only 
4.35% had no changes to that course. 

• To a question about which was the one most common mode of 
delivery for ‘all of your classes’: Online delivery scored 58.82%; 
blended 26.47%; face to face 13.25%; workplace 1.47%

• Length of time affected by COVID-related changes: 59.42% were still 
affected at time of survey; of others, most people were affected for 
either 3-6 months or 6-12 months.



Most common issues 
mentioned by students, 
according to the 
teachers

‘One student had to drive 
50 minutes and sit in a car 
park for connection’

The following issues among the students were 
reported by the teachers. (Respondents could 
select as many as applied): 

• Internet speed: 87%

• Knowing how to use the platform: 69% 

• Having a suitable device: 63%

• Internet costs: 19%

• Other: 10%



Teaching and learning interactions online

• Most common platforms (in descending order) Zoom, Moodle, Teams, 
Webex. 20% used ‘other’, e.g. Collaborate, Blackboard.

• 92% used webcams while teaching
• 80% reported that at least some students turned their cameras off; 

62% said that some students didn’t use their microphone; and 62% 
that some students didn’t used the chat function 

• 51% of teachers assessed practical skills online. We received 36 
responses telling us how they did this. 

• Engagement was much less than on-campus learning on all indicators.



Teachers’ attitudes to the move to online



Pre-COVID experience of, and confidence in, 
online delivery
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How was the move to online?
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Teachers’ feelings versus their view of 
students’ feelings
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Changes in teachers’ views of online delivery 
and e-assessment
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Initial analysis 
of the main 
qualitative 
questions



What was your greatest success during your 
COVID teaching delivery?
• 7 did not respond
• 10 negative/indifferent

• ‘Staying sane’ [Construction and Property (inc. Electrical)]
• ‘I survived’ [Wholesale, Retail, Tourism, Hospitality and Personal Services]

• 31 moderate
• ‘Completing the usual drama theatre production through a zoom production’ [Foundation Skills, 

English Language and General Studies]
• ‘Successfully transitioning to fully online in a matter of days’. [Construction and Property (inc. 

Electrical)]
• 25 positive

• ‘Learning to master new technologies, teaching platforms and using different pedagogy 
/andragogy to approach my teaching and learning, thus expanding my knowledge base.’ 
[Wholesale, Retail, Tourism, Hospitality and Personal Services]

• ‘Online delivery improving, providing more engaging and enriching experiences to students online. 
Students can study from anywhere in the state with internet, decreasing travel and increasing 
access to training.’ [Community Services]



How has your teaching practice changed as a 
result of your COVID teaching experience?
• 7 did not respond
• 10 negative/indifferent

• ‘It hasn’t.’ [TAE]
• ‘More online classes. Working from home has made it more difficult to separate work and home. I 

am finding longer working hours working from home.’ [Construction and Property (inc. Electrical)]
• 12 moderate

• ‘Was in the workplace  and travelling around NSW.  Now am at home delivering 2 x 2hr sessions to 
these same centres daily.’ [Construction and Property (inc. Electrical)]

• ‘I'm more relaxed and not as strict as 5 years ago...but that's not a necessary good change in 
myself.’ [Health and Fitness]

• 44 positive
• ‘I am now confident to teach online, even at short notice with limited resources. I'm still convinced 

fully online is a terrible option for our students, but a little blended delivery / more online 
resources could definitely benefit them. I continue to develop online resources and am looking at 
developing a new blended delivery structure that might benefit the fly in/ fly out component of 
our cohort.’ [Construction and Property (inc. Electrical)]



Are there any other comments you would like to 
make about your teaching work during COVID?
• 33 did not respond
• 20 negative/indifferent

• ‘I see the impacts ongoing, we have so many learners backlogged waiting for placements - we will have to find these whilst 
finding options for current students, increase in workload for having 2019, 2020, 2021 cohorts not complete.’ [Community 
Services]

• ‘This has changed the vocational sector for good. It is heading towards more blended learning. But as a vocational trainer, 
this makes it more challenging to learn from others in your industry or different facilities when delivery all online. Informal 
conversation in staff room or 'around the water cooler' are valuable and may be lost. Learning from others so important for 
reflective practices.’ [Wholesale, Retail, Tourism, Hospitality and Personal Services]

• 9 moderate
• ‘It was very tough but equally rewarding to try something outside our comfort zone, but I realised that my established 

teaching techniques and style could not.’ just be transplanted to an online environment and the two different environments 
need to be approached quite differently [Wholesale, Retail, Tourism, Hospitality and Personal Services]

• I would like to know why I feel like I am a better teacher as a result of COVID.  Remembering to have fun while delivering 
online is important.  Having co-trainers and special guests was helpful. [TAE]

• 11 positive
• ‘It requires more time to make it an effective learning experience, but I think my teaching has improved because of it.’ 

[Business, Financial Services and IT]
• ‘Overall I believe that the opportunity to work in a blended or virtual environment has benefitted many students, the ability

to access the training environment without extensive travel time has been a bonus for many.’ [TAE]



Do you have any comments about the experiences 
of other VET teachers that you know, during 
COVID-19?
• 32 did not respond
• 27 negative/indifferent

• ‘My colleagues and I are exhausted.  We cannot recruit into vacant positions and I am unsure 
how much longer I will stay in VET.  Clinical practice is becoming more and more enticing.’ 
[Health and Fitness]

• ‘Some have really struggled mentally due to isolation, work demands.’ [Community Services]
• 12 balanced

• ‘Most did an incredible job with very little resourcing. Almost all did a large amount of unpaid 
hours to ensure they did the best job possible.’ [Construction and Property (inc. Electrical)]

• ‘Generally, VET teachers just got on and did the best that they could in the circumstances.’ 
[Health and Fitness]

• 2 positive
• ‘They are enjoying the change and I think we will all stay as a blended delivery moving 

forward.’ [Health and Fitness]



Next steps and contact details

Analysis will take place by variables such as industry/discipline area, level of 
qualification of teacher, level of qualification being taught.

Contact: 
• Erica Smith 03-5327 9665 e.smith@federation.edu.au
https://federation.edu.au/schools/school-of-education/staff-profiles/staff/Erica-Smith

• Daryl South 02-6933 2637 dsouth@csu.edu.au
https://arts-ed.csu.edu.au/schools/education/staff/profiles/course-directors/daryl-south
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